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Abstract. Described is the approach to design and implementation the Unified Information Space — the basic
engine of Virtual University. Discussed are the aspects of Visual Interface appearance, the approaches to
corporate IS architecture design, the ways of enhancing IS flexibility and reusability. A refinement to the
architecture and Information System design technology based upon Active Data Dictionary utilization is
proposed. The study reported is primarily aimed to extend well formalized methods of Information System and
Data Model design to the Enterprise Level Domain and thus enhance the qualities of flexibility, adaptability to
the user demand within the phases of enterprise level computer media life cycle.

Introduction
The implementation of enterprise wide software systems and corporate networks today is probably one of
the most complex problem for Information System (IS) and Information Technology (IT) specialists.
From one side the Universe of Discourse we examine has natural tendency to be rapidly changed within
its life cycle. From the other — there is always a severe dichotomy between the conception of system
designer and the way the end user understands the functions and the roles of software he is using in his
everyday work. The most common user perception of software system may be demonstrated by the
following opinion: "I don't understand nothing in computers except the fact it should think for me…". As
far as we probably have no chance to change the majority of users to software system designers this
semantic gap will exist for a long time. Moreover, this entanglement of different aspects of information
retrieval, as Delobel and Casey remarked in [1], "…also imposes stiff economic penalties in additional
training costs, in programming delays and in deficiences in program reliability and flexibility." Therefore,
the main task for IS and IT developers is to continue deluding their clients and to supply software with
virtual intellectual properties. The most evident capabilities we might need for the purpose are: IS should
offer the means for getting the resources and solving the problems the user might have an intention to
receive or solve, IS should possess the interfaces intuitively clear to the user with navigation native to his
environment, IS should transparently and adaptively absorb all the programs, tools and another
components which are already "thinking for the user".
The review of even the most important milestones and contributions on this elegant way of cheating the
user community (i.e. creating virtual software media) can take pages so we modestly omit it here and try
to concentrate on our own research. Its aim is to develop the concept, the architecture, the methods and
implementation technologies for the design of the University wide Unified Information Space — the
engine of wired Virtual University.
In the present paper we are trying to figure out how the concept of virtual information retrieval is
implemented in our Virtual University project by step-by-step diving into the levels of Unified University
Information Space. Discussed are the aspects of Visual Interface appearance, the approaches to corporate
IS architecture design, the ways of enhancing IS flexibility and reusability.

Fig 1 Starting point - University Campus

Concept of Virtual University and Visual Intranet Interfaces
The concept of Virtual University at Zaporozhye State University (ZSU) is formed on the basics of
Unified University Information Space which has been described in [2]. The Unified Information Space is
developed as a logical build on upon the University Corporate Network. As any other enterprise level
computer environment the University Corporate Network is a complex heterogenious distributed system
comprising various types of hardware and software components on different levels. The main task of
Unified University Information Space is therefore to serve as a homogenizing virtual media providing
unified access procedures and navigation tools for the user, desired properties of adaptability, flexibility
and reusability for system designer and effective control means for system administrator.
Keeping in mind that the major effort should be applied to the upper side of the iceberg - the closest to the
user, we are paying rather a strict attention to the means of user - computer interaction - Unified Visual
Intranet Interface (UVII) being one of the solid stones lying in the basement of the Concept of Virtual
University. It's obvious that today's computerized enterprise environment are so complicated that
attempting to overview all the information despairing task. The way we are trying to solve it is to design
visual interfaces which naturally imitate the structure and appearance of the real object - a University, a
building, a department or an office, a server or a workstation, a group or a person. As far as this object set
is definitely finite, we have an opportunity to design an interface object and link it with the object of the
real world. This is the first step of virtualization on our way of narrowing existing semantic gap. To get
the impression on how this step is implemented in UVII we offer to get a very short tour along one of the
numerous branches of the hierarchical tree representing the University structure: the University - the
building - the office - the person.
As shown on Fig 1, we start at the University Campus plan. Next step is to choose the building and click
it to go inside moving down along the structural branch. Arriving at next organizational level we get into
the sphere of another object of UVII - the building plan (see Fig 2). Obviously, its major properties are
the plan chart, navigation controls, and links to the objects of the lower layer: the departments and the
offices. In the example shown on the figure the navigation controls allow us to change the floor plans and
to return back to the upper level - the Campus. By clicking the office - as shown on Fig 2 - we dive into
the office UVII object. Its characteristics are quite different from the above interfaces.

Fig 2. Navigation inside the building

Unified office object represents two groups of real world structure elements: the wired resources - servers
and workstations and the people inhabiting the room with references to the departments. Thus, from the
fragment of the office object shown on Fig 3, we can see that the office of the University Computing
Center and the Chair of MMIT administration is presented by at least two workstations providing public
network resources and at least one person (on the visible part of the office plan). Next object in our
hierarchy is that very person and appropriate UVII object. The example of corresponding web page is

Fig 3. Resources and people inside a department/office

Fig 4. An example of personal entry

given on Fig 4. The controls at this layer provide the means of communication (e-mail, internal phone
call) and links to the items related to the person forming the functional model of the real world object.
Analogously computer or wired resource object's task is to present the functional model of the network
node - workstation or server - linking the user to the tasks the node is able to fulfil and/or resources it
provides.
To conclude the description of the first level of Unified Information Space - the basics of our Virtual
University concept - the following should be mentioned:
' the main idea of the usage of visual interface component as a part of Unified Information Space is to
operate with a finite set of standard interface components which can be easily generated automatically
' the idea of such a visual interface is not new - Unicenter TNG by Computer Associates with its Real
World Interface can be mentioned as a good example
' the interface part of Unified Information Space from our point of view may be considered as not used
before in the implementation of a unified information resource media at universities and moreover it's
brand original for Ukraine
Some interesting and original points in Unified Information Space will be described in the following
sections. As far as the main idea of the first level is to generate HTML code for visual interface
automatically, the second step on this way is quite natural and consists in taking data for HTML code
generation from Unified Information Space database.
The Architecture of Unified Information Space
To describe the organization and interaction of Unified Information Space components - i.e. its
architecture - we'll follow the method of determining the levels and the interfaces between the levels
(refer for instance to [3]). The first level of Unified Information Space architecture is therefore the User
or the External Level and it was partially described in the previous section. The interfaces of this level are
the request the user passes to Unified Information Space and the result Unified Information Space returns
in the form of HTML code to the user's browser. Next level is the one of Corporate Information System.
The task of this level is to transform the user's request and to generate the virtual query to Corporate IS.
After the query is processed and the result of the query is returned back the turn of one more level
component comes. Query Result Processor generates appropriate HTML code from the results of the
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Fig 5. External and Corporate IS levels of Unified Information Space Architecture

query and returns it to the upper (User) level of the architecture. The architecture of External and
Corporate IS Levels is schematically shown on Fig 5.
After we've converted user's request to query we immediately gain the opportunity to describe UVII in the
terms of data model, data objects and relationships and process the requests as queries by means of
DBMS. This transition from HTML and request to query gives us pretty much for formalizing the
interfaces, data retrieval and maintenance routines as far as we receive Data Model and DBMS as quite
powerful tools of automation. For the implementation of this level of architecture we need just data model
for the description of interface elements, a DBMS, user request processor and query result processor.
Unfortunately more problems arise when we start analyzing virtual query processing. Corporate IS is
actually quite a complex aggregation of the set of Local Information Systems and Functional Servers
distributed over the Enterprise Network and handling local information, applications and resources. The
data and functional characteristics of the applications and the resources often have semantic overlaps. One
of the known methods of resolving the problem of this semantic intersection is the use of Federative Data
Models and DBMS. The methods of federalizing data are quite well developed for the moment and are
widely discussed. In Unified Information Space we are planning to use the method and the model
developed by G. Saake and his colleagues (se for instance [4] as well as for extra bibliography) with the
enhancement by our own Active Data Dictionary approach ([5] and in the following section). Thus the
Federation Level of Unified Information Space architecture may be schematically presented by the
picture given on Fig 6. This level comprises two layers with corresponding interfaces - the Federation
Layer with functions very much like the External Level of Federative Data Model [] and the set of local
information resource servers, interacting with the Federative Layer by means of query based interface.
As outlined on Fig 6, main function of the Federation Layer are the control of transparent aggregation of
data models on the Local Level, incoming query translation distribution and redirection as well as
processing local query results, which are in general case coming from more than one Local Information
System and/or Local resource Server. Thus, the Federation Level of Unified Information Space
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Fig 6. Federation level of Unified Information Space Architecture

architecture interprets the incoming virtual query into the set of local queries and appropriately redirects
them to the components of the Local Level of the architecture.
The main architectural advantage we have at the Local Level is the method of Local IS control. We use
Active Data Dictionary as IS control shell and Data Model as IS control engine. Local Level comprises
therefore three layers: Program Code Layer, Data Model Layer and Data Layer (refer to Fig 7) Data
Dictionary with its active behavior function controlled by Data Model serves as an intelligent flexible
interface between the upper levels and local data and/or resource. This changes in Local IS architecture
definitely affect the technology of IS Design. This modified design procedure is based upon certain
properties of our Active Data Dictionary which are discussed in the following section.
Active Data Dictionary
Data Dictionaries have always been considered as tools for data description maintenance. Our approach is
to supply a data dictionary with an active behavior function. Active data dictionary is a program media
for data model to serve as information system control engine. Active data dictionary having the functions
outlined can serve as a tool for an ideal data model driven information system design procedure. It was
already mentioned that Database Applications are subjected to face numerous changes while passing
through the stages of their life cycle. Unfortunately traditional methods and tools for design and
implementation of Information Systems do not possess the means flexible enough to face this changes
without modifying the program code. Attempts to solve the problem are presented mainly by Object
Oriented Approach to Information System Design. The systems implemented by means of Object
Databases embed appropriate data manipulation code into Database as Methods. This interpretative
technique is quite flexible and the code is well structured due to the principles of Object Orientation.
However, the question is: Is it reasonable and possible to use compilative technique and at the same time
to overcome the flexibility restrictions - some definite part of program code will anyway be dependent
from the Universe of Discourse. The approach we develop is based on the idea of creation of Database
Application Shell which, been once compiled, may serve as a Data Model controlled media or interface
for data access and manipulation as well as for Data Model design.
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Fig 7. Local IS level of Unified Information Space Architecture

For the moment we have the prototype of Active Data Dictionary (ADD) - the tool for solving the
problem.
Strategic goal of ADD utilization is to obtain a database application shell possessing the following
properties:
' Flexible enough to be invariant to specific features of the application domain and, therefore, 100 per
cent reusable in various database applications
' Containing data model driven means which, been embedded into the application, handle data access,
manipulation as well as data integrity
' Possessing the tools for data model description and design.
The structure of the Local IS given on Fig 7 presents the essence of the method used: to define the
structure of an abstract Information System and to figure out the parts being application dependent and
those being invariant to application domain. We assume that the principal structure of an abstract
Information System comprises three major parts: data, data model and program code with data model
been the active component providing interface and control means both for data and program code.
Further analyses of this structure outlines:
' The following parts can be extracted from information system program code: application dependent
portion implementing the algorithms specific to the application domain and code objects invariant to
specific character of application and corresponding data model
' Data model is an essential part of this structure and its major function is to contain data descriptions
as well as data access and manipulation methods descriptions. The structure of data model is invariant
to application domain and may be described by means of data model itself
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' Data model (as an engine) together with application independent part of program code combined
together may serve as a compilable program shell controlled by data model and is called Active Data
Dictionary (refer to Fig. 7).
ADD is theoretically based upon some extension (summarized in [5]) of basic notions taken from
Relational Data Model theory and is quite a complex object comprising the major components shown on
Fig 8 in its staff.
Thus, Using ADD with Data Model as an active control component brings up the benefits of improved
Data Model Driven IS design and implementation methodology both to Local and Federation Levels of
Unified Information Space Architecture. Evidently, the components designed under this technology are
much more flexible and reusable due to the quality of ADD Application Domain independence.
Conclusions
In this paper we have briefly described our approach to design and implementation the Unified
Information Space which is actually the information model of wired Virtual University. The study
reported here is primarily aimed to extend well formalized methods of Information System and Data
Model design to the Enterprise Level Domain and thus enhance the qualities of flexibility, adaptability to
the user demand and inspire users to feel that their computers are thinking for them.
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